The Levels lamp's bold, rounded shades are made by pushing spun metal sheets around a rotating mandrel until they achieve perfect form. The shades are then folded to allow the three differently sized pieces to hang from one another. This creates not only a cascading, tiered effect but allows the shades to be stacked inside one another for ease of transportation—and, as ever with designers Form Us With Love, no tools are required for assembly. The fabric-covered cable provides a contrasting flourish.
Technical Specifications
Dimensions: Large 345 x Ø462 mm; Requires bulb E27 Max 60W
Dimensions: Medium 220 x Ø462 mm; Requires bulb E27 Max 60W
Dimensions: Small 200 x Ø300 mm; Requires bulb E27 Max 60W

Materials and Colors
Materials: Chromed steel
Colours: Natural Chrome
Materials: Painted steel
Colours: White

Cable length: 2 meters